
Executive Summary 
Statism is the belief in the desirability and legitimacy of a State (Government).  It is a 
completely indoctrinated belief system I.E. it has been mandatorily taught to the 
overwhelming majority of the public through government schools and private schools 
where the government controls the content of instruction through textbook 
amalgamation and tradition. Statism is a pseudo-religious belief I.E. “Government” is 
not a physical entity that can be touched.  It is a supernatural entity that promises to 
make the word a better place for the true believers who have accepted the belief 
system into their world view.  The multi-generational oligarchical kleptocracy 
(kakistocracy) that has been ruling the planet from behind the scenes uses the same 
techniques that religions and cults use on their followers to indoctrinate the masses 
into accepting a ruling class.  These techniques include: Religious symbolism in the form of the �lag, “holy documents” in the Constitution and Declaration of Independence, mandatory “church” schools, common prayer where children are 
required to recite the pledge of allegiance every day at school and at scouting meetings, More common prayer and militarism at sporting events where the government pays teams to propagandize the audience, taking school children on �ield trips to Washington DC (Mecca) where they are taken to the monuments (temples) to see the Founding Fathers (deities), etc.  These techniques produce “citizens” (cult members) willing to hand over ½ their income (tithes) and, in the case of the 
enforcement class (police) the techniques produce a classic “shave-headed cult 
member” willing to kill and cage non-conformists who ignore or violate the laws (commandments) handed down by the Congress/Courts (church leadership) who sit 
“above” the citizens and wear robes (vestments). In the case of the military 
(shave-headed cult members) they are willing to go abroad and kill whom they are told in wars/”police actions” (crusades). 

Key Concepts 
There is No Such Thing as “Government”•     You can’t go to Washington DC and touch “Government” •     It is an idea/belief system that is indoctrinated into kids by gov’t  schools and most private/parochial schools through tradition 
 and textbook amalgamation
The word “Government” literally means “Mind Control” in Latin•     The translation of the original Latin is “To Control the Mind”.  
 The root words are: •   Gubenare – Control, Govern, Rule •   Mens – Mind 
The belief in “Government” is mandatorily indoctrinated into the masses•     No one is born believing that handing over ½ your income in overt taxes,  covert  taxes, and in�lation to a ruling class is a good idea•     Human beings are free, sentient beings who don’t owe their  allegiance/income to anyone just because they were born on one side or 
 another of an imaginary line. •     Mandatory “free” government K-12 schools & accredited private schools  spend ~12,000 hours indoctrinating and legitimizing this belief system in a 
 hidden curriculum•     The belief is reinforced through government institutions, government,  police/military training,  scouting (pre-military training & �lag worship),  paid-for militarism/statism at sporting events and a propaganda system 
 where 6 companies running hundreds of subsidiaries give the illusion of 
 choice but are controlling the information the masses receive to limit their 
 knowledge and secretly reinforcing the status quo and “legitimacy” of the  system in movies, television shows, magazines, etc. 
The government schools use classical “cult indoctrination” techniques on kids•     Most government teachers/administrators are ignorant/willfully ignorant of  the hidden curriculum and brainwashed themselves and don’t know/refuse 
 to research the history of the Prussian education system and its creators own 
 admissions that the system was designed to control the masses and instill 
 obedience to authority:  •   Indoctrination Techniques include:      • Common Prayer: The pledge of allegiance at school and national 
         anthem at sporting events      • Civics and social studies that teach kids the Statist world view      • Focus on learning about the Presidents (Popes) and legitimacy of          Gov’t      • Socialization of the enforcement class (police) through D.A.R.E.program          • Promotion of military, selective service, and military recruiters in schools • Obedience Techniques include:      • The inability to leave or even go to the bathroom without permission      • Public shaming (Red, Yellow, Green) and collective punishment      • Responding to Pavlovian bells, walking in line, obedience to police, etc.
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Understanding Our Slavery is both a book and series of one-page visual overviews of concepts hidden from the public by inter-generational organized crime that has been controlling the �low of information in society. Their “Propaganda Matrix” includes 
control of the government, government schools, scouting, intelligence agencies, military and police training, and a weaponized media 
system of 6 companies running hundreds of subsidiaries to give the population the illusion of choice and diversity-of-opinion while propagandizing, deceiving, and distracting us from the reality of our tax slavery and authoritarian control. These one-pagers are designed to be printed out and shared but with accessible PDF versions with active hypertext links. We have an 8GB Flash Drive/Dropbox called: The Liberator with additional evidence of government and media criminality.
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Statism- The Most Dangerous Religion 
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